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Making it Happen!
Once again we’re approaching year end, i.e. “crunch time” for the builder superintendent. This year, it will be a
double whammy due to the November 30th deadline for the federal tax credit, followed by the calendar year
end as well. How do you manage and make your closings without losing your mind? It’s going to demand extra
preparation, communication, and participation on your part. In this edition, we’ll offer some advice you can use
to develop and implement a systematic approach and the strategic maneuvers necessary to make it happen!
Welcome to the second issue of The Professional Superintendent. Since launching this enewsletter and its companion publication, Home Builder Customer Service, We’ve received a
lot of positive feedback and encouragement. To those who took the time to contact us,
thank you. As always, your comments, suggestions, and criticisms are welcomed.
As we look forward to the start of a new year, let’s all hope that progress towards recovery
continues to improve.. We urge you to consider 2010 as the year to start looking forward
and preparing your staff for a more productive future as the industry gains its footing
again. Please take time to visit our website, www.probuildertraining.com to see how we
may assist you and your staff to meet your current and future goals through training.
Lastly, we’d like to wish everyone a happy holiday season and a better new year! Scott

Preparation: The First Step Towards a Successful Year-End
How you prepare to meet your year-end challenges is the most critical step towards making your eventual closings.
Consider these rules of thumb for mapping out your year-end closing strategy:
1. Don’t waste your front end days – By now, this suggestion is probably too late. Remember it for next year.
2. Pre-schedule – Don’t wait until your frame inspection has passed to schedule your back ends. Anticipate, and get
in line early in the game. “Pre-schedule” with your subs - especially when materials such as cabinets and flooring
must be ordered. Adjust the schedule if needed as quickly as possible. Remember, all the other supers in town are
dealing with the same challenges and the same subcontractors.
3. Anticipate year-end weather issues – Accelerate your normal schedule for exterior
work. Critical subs include the underground, fence, and grading contractors. Year ends
can be rainy and/or snowy times. Anticipate and understand Murphy’s Law.
4. Anticipate the holidays – Your November closings really must be complete before
Thanksgiving, unless you can reach agreements with the critical last minute subs. Meet
with them far ahead of time to map out your strategy. You don’t want surprises.
5. Get ahead as early as possible – Discuss internally and with your subs possibly working weekends in October for November closings and in November for December ones.
6. Get yourself and your staff pumped – You and your staff, if you have one, will be
working longer than normal hours and weekends through the entire 4th Quarter.
7. Treat closeable specs the same as closings. Be ready for any last minute deals.
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Jobsite Safety & Compliance
Jobsite Safety Pop Quiz
Under OSHA’s Multi-Employer Jobsite Rule, the General Contractor is recognized
as the Controlling Employer. As the on-site supervisor for the Controlling
Employer, the superintendent has tremendous responsibility for the safety of
everyone on the jobsite. How safety-savvy are you?
1. Except for those working on scaffolding, at what height is some type of fall
protection required for workers?
2. At what height are scaffolding workers required to have fall protection?
3. What is the typical weight of a cubic yard of soil?
4. When must OSHA be notified should an injury-accident occur on-site?
5. What common insect’s bite is 14 times more poisonous than a rattlesnake?
6. What is the deadliest form of heat related illness?
7. What are the symptoms for this heat related illness?
8. Electric power tools must utilize a grounding plug or have this designation.
9. What 3 conditions must be met to be considered a competent person?
10. Should a fatality occur on the jobsite caused by a hazardous condition(s)
previously known by the superintendent, what is the worst case scenario
personally faced by the superintendent following an OSHA investigation?
Answers – page 4

SWPPP Tips:
The Correct Use and Management of
Portable Toilets on the Jobsite
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□
This toilet is NOT properly placed!

Provide adequate, properly placed portable toilets as
needed throughout your site.
Provide at least one if 20 workers or less are on site.*
For 20 or more, provide one for every 40 workers.*
For 200 or more, provide one for every 50 workers.*
Provide for regular inspection, service and disposal.
Locate toilets away from storm drain outlets and
gutters to prevent possible accidental storm water
contamination.
Provide secondary containment pans under toilets
when possible.
Provide hold downs and/or stake downs in high wind
areas.
Inspect facilities for leaks. Repair or replace
immediately.
Do not discharge or bury wastewater on site.
Dispose of waste in accordance with state and local
regulations.
For more information go to:
http://cfpub.epa.gov/npdes/stormwater/swppp.cfm
*OSHA regulations, §1926.51(c) (1)
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Managing the Jobsite
Making Year-End Closings
Requires “Super” Communication!

Year-End Proactive Participation:
Embedding with the Troops

Effective jobsite communication is always a prerequisite
and a priority for the effective superintendent, but at
year-end, it becomes absolutely critical for successfully
pulling off your closings. Think about your role as a super
and as a communicator as you deal with year-end
challenges. Here are a few pointers:
1. Treat others like you want to be treated – This rule of
thumb for communication is always valid, but it takes on
some new dimensions at year end. Treat every player on
the team with honesty, respect, and fairness, even when
they may not want to hear what you have to tell them. We
all must make some sacrifices and sometimes have to do
things a little differently than we may want during crunch
time. Warn them when others will be in the home with
them, if any components will not be ready, or if other
special circumstances exist. Do not use deception to get
them there when you want them there. Work it out.
2. Give as much verbal and written notice as possible
The sooner your homes are booked into your subs
schedules, the greater the likelihood that your homes will
stay on track from beginning to end. Eliminate the
possibility of discrepancies by providing them with
schedule dates in writing, as well as verbally, even if you
typically just do it over the phone. Update the schedule as
soon as you can when necessary. Confirm next day work
on the phone or in person with their field supervisors each
day. Be fair, but also hold them to their commitments.
3. Communicate positively – Lead by example. Bring a
positive, high energy message to the jobsite each day.
Don’t dwell on what you think can’t be done, dwell on
what can be done if everybody pulls together, even if it’s
late in the evening or a Saturday.
4. Raise your hand at the first sign of trouble – If a sub or
subs appear to be falling behind enough to potentially
affect your closings, get your supervisor and the office
involved immediately. Together, work out a Plan B to
either reprioritize their work, or bring another sub in.
5. Show genuine appreciation – You can’t use the words
“thank you” enough. When individuals go above and
beyond to help you, praise them In front of their
supervisor and others. Consider writing their big boss a
letter of appreciation (Discuss with your supervisor first).

When year-end activity heats up, you’ll need to be out
in the field as much as possible – directing, moderating,
and encouraging your subs while they do their jobs
under less than optimum conditions. Driving your
neighborhood in the morning, than hibernating in your
office or trailer won’t get those homes done on time.
1. Spend the majority of your time in the most timecritical homes being closed – When subs get stacked up
in homes, as is often the case at year end, you need to
be there to keep the peace and keep the work flowing.
Do what you can to assist them. Sweep out the rooms
for your flooring guys. Get everyone to work around
each other. Provide direction, while remaining positive
and proactive.
2. Have all the current information handy and review
with each sub – Now is not the time for mistakes or
misunderstandings. Make sure everyone is on the same
page. Get answers to questions ASAP. Anticipate.
3. Be extra diligent about passing your inspections on
the first try – You can’t afford down days due to
inspections failing. Take the time to walk everything and
try to have it ready the night before it’s called. Don’t
rely on the “first thing in the morning” approach to
making corrections. Calling in a bunch of inspections
that fail because they are not ready isn’t doing you any
good, and it’s going to make your inspector mad.
4. Be accessible and easy to find – Leave your vehicle in
front of the house you are in. Move it when you move.
Have your mobile phone number clearly posted on the
door to your office. Consider having a bulletin board or
chalk board in your office lobby with daily, dated
messages where you are and will be.
5. If you have assistants, delegate effectively – If you
have the luxury of assistants to help you, give them
assignments that keep the work flow going – camping
out in certain houses, walking homes with the inspector,
or whatever needs to be done.
6. Do something special for your subs – Discuss with
your supervisor doing something special – ordering
pizzas, bringing in a pot of chili, or tamales, or grilling
something. The cost is nothing compared to the benefits
you’ll reap. People appreciate being appreciated.
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Garage Door Springs:
One of the Most Dangerous Components in New Homes
When conducting buyer orientations, be sure to thoroughly discuss the potential dangers
of high-torque garage door springs. For the untrained, trying to adjust or otherwise
manipulate this common component can be potentially lethal. Strongly encourage your
buyers to leave it to the professionals if they have an issue. You might just save a life.

Superintendent Daily & Weekly Tasks Cheat Sheet
You have much to do. Some days it helps to keep a little reminder reference handy in the form of a cheat sheet like the
one shown below. It can help keep you on your game on days when you have a lot on your mind. Use it as much or as
little as you feel the need. Is your routine is different? Modify this list or create your own to help you keep on track.

Daily

M

First AM Drive Through
Walk Homes – AM
Prepare for Inspections
Time Management
Meet with Staff - AM
Meet with Trades
Meet with Sales
Meet with Inspector
Schedule Buyer Meetings
Prepare for Buyer Meetings
Attend Buyer Meetings
Review & Update Walk Book
Set Up New Starts
Walk New Starts/Lot Signs
Front End Scheduling
Back End Scheduling
Internal Reporting
Walk Pending Orientations
Walk Homes – PM
Schedule Inspections
Misc. Calls & Paperwork
Meet with Staff – PM
Late PM Drive Through

T

W

Th

F

Weekly

M

T

W

Th

F

Update Internal Reports
Production Meeting
Super/Sales Meeting
Walk Models
Walk Specs
Work Orders
Filing
Office Maintenance
Assistant Training
Dust Control Check
SWPPP Check
Safety Check
Signs Check
Team Walks
Subdivision Maintenance

Notes:

Jobsite Safety Quiz Answers
1. 6’ 2. 10’ 3. 1500 – 2000 lbs 4. When a fatality or a catastrophe occurs. Catastrophe – 3 or more people injured and require
hospitalization from one incident. You must notify OSHA within 8 hours. 5. Black Widow Spider 6. Heat Stroke (Life Threatening) 7.
Skin hot, not sweating, victim incoherent 8. Double Insulated 9. A. Must be knowledgeable of applicable standards and trained to
recognize likely hazards. B. Must be designated by the company. C. Must have the authority to take action.10. Criminal prosecution

Professional Builder Training LLC was formed in 2008 to provide builders and
contractors field staff with unique educational opportunities promoting greater
professionalism. PBT offers the OSHA 10 and 30 Hour Construction Safety Classes
customized for home builders and residential contractors, MCAQD Basic and
Comprehensive Dust Classes, and many more classes focusing on communication,
customer service, and professional skills for builder and contractor field staff. For
more information on classes, please visit our website at www.probuildertraining.com.
.
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